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ABSTRACT

F

Voronoi diagrams are fundamental geometric structures that
partition the space into elementary regions of inﬂuence deﬁning discrete proximity graphs and dually well-shaped Delaunay triangulations [1]. In this video, we explain and illustrate a recent generalization of Voronoi diagrams [3] to
a wide class of distortion measures called Bregman divergences [2].
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Figure 1: Visualizing Bregman divergences.
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The supremum is reached at the unique point where the
gradient of G(x) = y, x − F (x) vanishes or, equivalently,
when y = ∇F (x).
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1. BREGMAN DIVERGENCES
For any two points p and q of X ⊆ Rd , the Bregman divergence DF (·||·) : Rd → R of p to q associated to a strictly convex and diﬀerentiable function F : Rd → R (called the gen-

ELEMENTS OF BREGMAN GEOMETRY

Because Bregman divergences may not be symmetric, we
ﬁrst deﬁne two types of Bregman balls (and bounding spheres)
as: BF (c, r) = {x ∈ X | DF (x||c) ≤ r} (ﬁrst-type), and
BF (c, r) = {x ∈ X | DF (c||x) ≤ r} (second-type).
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erator function of the divergence) is deﬁned as DF (p||q) =
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∂F T
... dx
]
F (p) − F (q) − ∇F (q), p − q, where ∇F = [ dx
1
d
denotes the gradient operator, and ·, · the inner product.
Informally speaking, Bregman divergence DF is the tail of
the Taylor expansion of F (Fig. 1). The Bregman divergence DF (p||q) is geometrically measured as the vertical
distance between F (p) and the hyperplane Hq tangent to
F : z = F (x) at point q: DF (p||q) = F (p) − Hq (p). Bregman divergences are not necessarily symmetric nor do they
satisfy the triangle inequality.
Bregman divergences admit dual Bregman divergences induced by convex conjugation. The Legendre transformation makes use of the duality relationship between points
and lines to associate to F a convex conjugate function
F ∗ : Rd → R given by F ∗ (y) = supx∈X {y, x − F (x)}.
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Figure 2: Three-types of Bregman spheres for the
Itakura-Saito divergence (generator: Burg entropy
F (x) = − i log xi ).
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Second-type balls may not be convex although ﬁrst-type
balls are always convex. It is also convenient to symmetrize
the Bregman divergence SF (p, q) = 12 (DF (p||q)+DF (q||p)),
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Source Space: Exponential divergence
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p(0.59510788,1.05359966) q(0.84475539,0.15558641)
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D(p,q)=0.71727577 D(q,p)=0.93736374

D*(p’,q’)=0.93736374 D*(q’,p’)=0.71727577

Figure 3: Bregman bisectors: ﬁrst-type linear bisector (red) and second-type curved bisector (blue) are
displayed for the exponential loss/ dual unnormalized Shannon entropy (zoom in to read text please).
and deﬁne a third-type ball BF = {x ∈ X | SF (c, x) ≤ r}
(Figure 2). It has been shown that the third-type symmetrized Bregman divergence is a “particular” divergence in
higher dimensions [3]. Thus we concentrate on the ﬁrst two
type structures and deﬁne accordingly the Bregman bisectors: HF (p, q) = {x ∈ X | DF (x||p) = DF (x||q)} and
HF (p, q) = {x ∈ X |DF (p||x) = DF (q||x)}. The ﬁrst-type
Bregman bisector is always an hyperplane. The second-type
Bregman bisector, although curved in the primal space, is
linear in the dual gradient space, as displayed in Figure 3.

3. COMPUTING DIAGRAMS
Figure 4 shows a Bregman Voronoi diagram for the ItakuraSaito divergence. The ﬁrst-type Bregman Voronoi diagram
is aﬃne and can be computed from the minimization diagrams of corresponding set of functions Di (x) = DF (x||pi ).
Each function Di being an hyperplane of equation:
−x, ∇F (pi ) − F (pi ) + pi , ∇F (pi ), the minimization diagram can be conveniently computed from the intersection
of halfspaces bounded by these hyperplanes (Figure 4).
Moreover, it is known [1] that any aﬃne Voronoi diagram is a power diagram in disguise. We ﬁnd the explicit
equivalence by identifying the respective bisector equations:
x − ∇F (pi ), x − ∇F (pi ) = ∇F (pi ), ∇F (pi )+2(F (pi )−
pi , ∇F (pi )), i = 1, . . . , n. It turns out that the ﬁrst-type

Figure 5: Aﬃne Bregman Voronoi diagrams can
be computed as Power diagrams. Illustration for
the 2D exponential loss F (px , py ) = exp px + exp py :
(a) Aﬃne Bregman Voronoi diagram (all cells nonempty), and (b) equivalent Power diagram.
Bregman Voronoi diagram is a power diagram of spheres
centered at gradient positions ∇F (pi ) for weights ri2 =
∇F (pi ), ∇F (pi )+2(F (pi )−pi , ∇F (pi )) (possibily imaginary radii). See Figure 5 for an illustration for the exp. loss.
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STATISTICAL VORONOI DIAGRAMS

A statistical space X is an abstract space where coordinates of vector points θ ∈ X , representing random variables,
encode the parameters of statistical distributions. For example, the space X = {[μ σ]T | (μ, σ) ∈ R × R+
∗ } of univariate
Normal distributions N (μ, σ) of mean μ ∈ R and standard
deviation σ ∈ R+
∗ is a 2D parametric statistical space, extensively studied in information geometry. A prominent class
of distribution families called the exponential families FF [2]
admits the same canonical probabilistic distribution funcdef
tion p(x|θ) = exp{θ, f (x) − F (θ) + C(x)}, where f (x) denotes the suﬃcient statistics and θ ∈ X represents the natural parameters. Space X is thus called the natural parameter space. F (θ) = log x exp{θ, f (x) + C(x)}dx is referred
to as the cumulant function or the log-partition function,
and C(x) is a density normalization term. It turns out that
the Kullback-Leibler divergence (generator F (x) = x log x,
negative Shannon entropy) of any two distributions of the
same exponential family with respective natural parameters
θp and θq is obtained from the Bregman divergence induced
by the cumulant function of that family by swapping arguments [3]: KL(θp ||θq ) = DF (θq ||θp ). In this video, we
present the Voronoi diagram of univariate Normal distributions as a special case of Bregman Voronoi diagrams for natural parameters (x = σμ2 , y = − 2σ1 2 ) in the lower half-plane,
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and cumulant function F (x, y) = − x4y +
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Figure 4: Three types of Bregman Voronoi diagrams for the relative entropy (Kullback-Leibler divergence). First-type aﬃne Bregman Voronoi diagram (blue), second-type Bregman Voronoi diagram
(green) and symmetrized Bregman Voronoi diagram
(red). First-type Voronoi Bregman diagrams visualized as aﬃne minimization diagrams.
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